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BLOCO FOGO SAMBA BAND 
 

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 
 

SUNDAY 11 JANUARY 2015 
 
At Sunnyside Community Hall, Rusthall Road, Rusthall, TN4 8RA.  

Started 12.45pm. 
 

Present: 
Committee: Leonie Wootton (Chair), Belinda Raitt, Jan Millen, Phil Wond, 
Geoff Powers, Graham Walker, Cari Bunker, Sarah Boughton 

Mestres: Matt Green, Dan Noyek, Cheryl Hooker-Blake 
20 full-time members, 2 part-time members (no voting rights) 

 
Apologies from various members 
 

Agenda 
1. Chairperson’s report 

2. Financial report 
3. Mestre’s report 

4. Any other business 
5. Nominations for new Committee 

 

1. Chairperson’s report (Verbatim) 
When I was standing here just one year ago, I seemed to spend most of my 

time apologising for the state of affairs within the band, and the prospects 
seemed rather gloomy to say the least!   
Well, it has been something of a monumental year, and today I am standing 

here with optimism for the future, and pride in how we have all pulled 
together, blown away some of the cobwebs, and  ensured  the survival of the 

band for another while…….. 
To me, the key to the success has been the tactic of the recruitment of new 
members through beginners workshops, the willingness and commitment of 

Matt and Cheryl in taking on their new and challenging roles, the dedication 
and hard work selflessly given by the committee, and the supporting 

determination of all band members in making the whole thing come together 
and happen. 
This band is very special.  It is special to me because when I was in a difficult 

place in my life, it was the only thing that became all consuming, and helped 
me along the road to recovery, and I know that for some of you, this band 

has also done the same thing for you.  It is therapy, fun, a social thing, a 
way to be just a little bit famous and more interesting (or even weird, 
whatever takes your fancy!)  to the rest of the world.  This band is my 

second family. 
I am the last of the founder members, to still be standing, and I said last 

year that 2014 was to be my last on the committee, once we had got to grips 
with the band’s kick-start.  I am leaving the committee happy with the 
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positive progress and direction, and look forward now to being able to turn 
up to rehearsals as late as I please, not thinking about if there are enough XL 

t shirts in stock, if there are enough instruments, and particular drums on 
board; if we have plenty of players for a day-time gig, or if the booker has 

any idea of how loud a samba band really is when playing indoors for an 
entire hour!  I shall be leaving that joy to others, and so it will 
continue………..but how amazing it is to say I have been the chair of Bloco 

Fogo! 
So, I am sad, it leaves a rather large hole in my life, and I shall be taking up 

my knitting (so to speak) and going off to sit in the corner somewhere, 
having passed on the crown .  This coming year seems already to show great 
promise, with 3 big trips being organised in the summer – fantastic 

opportunities to go to places, see things, and meet people you would never 
have had the chance to get to know ordinarily.  

My closing comments are – onwards and upwards – long live Bloco Fogo and 
all who sail in her!! 
 

Belinda thanked Leonie for all she had done and presented her with a card 
and Graham presented her with a gift from the band. 

 
2. Finance report 

Geoff presented his financial review of 2014.  Key points included: 
 

 Total income of £32.9K, total expenditure of £31.5k led to small profit 

of £1.4k. 
 Currently have £16k in reserves 

 47 gigs this year (43 in 2013) 
 Average fee per paying gig £480 (£500 in 2013) 
 Subs income rose substantially as result of fee increase and new 

members from beginners workshops, now 58 full-time members (51 in 
2013) 

 Beginners workshops costing the band about £1.2K per year 
 
For budgetting in 2015 the following to apply: 

 gig numbers, fees, membership remains similar to 2014 
 subscriptions remain at current level, as do petrol expenses and 

mestre fees 
 members to be entitled to one subsidised trip to either Cardiff, Coburg 

or Nijmegen. For this, member contributes £50/£25. 

 
Leonie noted that a healthy reserve was important for unexpected 

emergencies, for instance van repairs, or change of rehearsal venue. It was 
also useful to enable advance booking of coaches for distant venues. 
 

Geoff noted that annual profit/loss has varied over the years from £9K profit 
to £8K loss (occurring in consecutive years) and this cannot easily be 

predicted. 
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Geoff also reported that Graham had just submitted costings for instrument 
replacement/refurbishment at around £4K. To be discussed at next 

Committee meeting. 
 

Questions: 
1. Lisa Bolden asked why there has been a big turnover in band members. 

Belinda responded that the committee found many different reasons 

why people move on, and that this included some changing from full-
time to part-time status. 

2. Lisa Bolden asked whether the band would have made a loss if we had 
gone to Coburg in 2014. Geoff responded that it would have been 
likely, but we would also have priced the Nijmegen trip differently. 

3. Lisa also asked whether gig numbers would remain the same this year. 
Leonie responded that a number of new enquiries had already been 

received, and that the Committee had started discussions about 
whether to be more proactive about getting gigs. 

 

3. Mestre’s report 
Matt Green said it had been a challenging year for mestres with change of 

musical director, and Cheryl was applauded for stepping up to run rehearsals 
at Tunbridge Wells. The beginners workshops are running well and now to a 

good model, ready to repeat next autumn.  Matt thought reducing the 
number of grooves the band learns meant that they are sounding much 
tighter now.  He is happy with the rehearsal model (main focus plus run-

through of designated numbers), attendance is good and communication 
between mestres works well.  He intends to introduce two new grooves this 

year.  Our moves need attention, he suggested.  He thanked the Committee, 
Leonie, Graham, Jon and Hannah for their especial help. 
Belinda and Leonie thanked the mestres for their help this year. 

 
Questions: 

1. Geoff queried Matt’s statement that there were fewer gigs this year, 
and Matt and Geoff agreed they may have been better spread through 
the year, or Cheryl had mestred more. 

2. Geoff asked whether mestres would ask for input from members for 
their mestre meeting? Matt responded that input is always welcome. 

3. David Harman asked whether the dots could be made available to the 
band, as some members would find them useful to learn from. There 
was then some discussion about the intellectual property rights of the 

music (which remain with the band), and the pros/cons of making 
them available on the website.  Dan agreed to continue to supply dots 

for individual grooves on request, on the understanding that they are 
for Bloco Fogo use only. 

4. Nicky Sadgrove asked whether mestres could alternate more between 

rehearsal venues so that band members could learn their slighly 
differing styles. Leonie responded that they were required to visit the 

other venue regularly already, as a condition of employment, and that 
increasing this frequency might have financial implications for the band. 
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4. Any other business 

Leonie spoke about some of the bigger gigs this year, in order to gauge 
interest in certain bookings. She explained that in accepting gigs it was 

sometimes difficult to assess whether we can field a band of sufficient size or 
take the risk to organise a coach, for instance.  Of particular interest was 
Cleethorpes, first played last year, who want us to revisit with a bigger band.  

This will require a coach and two drivers and is on the weekend after Coburg. 
Also the Regimental gig (weekend before), and Cardiff over May bank holiday.  

The indicative results were: 
 
Cardiff  2/4 May 22 players 

Regimental  3/4 July 15 players 
Coburg  10/12 July to be limited to 40, already on gig sheet. 

Cleethorpes  18 July 20 players 
 
Questions: 

1. Stuart Fox asked how gigs come about?  Leonie explained that some 
were repeat gigs and others came through the website. Belinda added 

that the Committee had already discussed whether to be more 
proactive for Bonfire gigs and maybe extend to new areas (Hastings 

was mentioned). 
2. Geoff gave some rough indications regarding costs of the three big 

gigs this year, as follows: 

 Nijmegen £80 for coach and meal, hotel to be paid by band 
member 

 Coburg £150 for coach, meal and food, hotel to be paid by band 
member 

 Cardiff £130 for hostel, showcase and transport, with food and 

workshops to be paid by band member 
3. Stuart asked whether we had tried to negotiate a discount on hotel 

rooms. Sarah responded that for Coburg, most hotels are already fully 
booked so no likelihood of this. 

 

Lisa asked about drum storage at Maidstone.  Matt responded that he had 
spoken this week to staff at Trinity Foyer who have asked that the Sunday 

beginners class terminates for ever at the end of January as they have 
received complaints from local residents. They are happy for the Wednesday 
evening rehearsals to continue, but want to terminate the storage of drums 

on site also, because of Health and Safety issues.  Leonie commented that 
the Committee have been looking at alternative venues already, though this 

news would mean members attending Wednesday rehearsals would have to 
take drums home for the time being.  This will be an urgent action for the 
new Committee. 

 
Ed Birch asked if anyone ever read the comments section of the gig sheet. 

Leonie and others said they did, and all agreed it was useful for adding 
comments about sharing lifts etc. 
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5. Nominations for the Committee 
Leonie explained that the Committee needs up to 9 members, who serve a 

three-year term, and all full members of the band are eligible to stand. This 
year seven members had reached the end of their term, and one member 

was choosing to stand down after two years, making a total of 8 vacancies. 
  
Kim Fletcher, Leonie Wootton, Graham Walker and Cari Bunker were 

standing down, while Jan Millen, Phil Wond, Belinda Raitt and Geoff Powers 
were prepared to stand again. 

 
In discussion, it was suggested from the floor that consideration be given to 
limiting the number of terms any one person should stand for re-election.  

This would require a change to the constitution and will be considered at the 
next Committee meeting. 

 
From the floor, four new members were nominated: 
Stuart Fox, Wendy Walters, Jon Pilford and Hannah Qureshi. 

 
All vacant positions on the Committee were therefore filled by the four 

existing members standing again and four from the floor. 
 

Belinda Raitt was elected as Chair of the new Committee, and Phil Wond as 
Vice-Chair. 
 

The new Committee is: Belinda Raitt (Chair), Phil Wond (Vice Chair), Geoff 
Powers, Sarah Boughton, Jan Millen, Stuart Fox, Wendy Walters, Jon Pilford 

and Hannah Qureshi. 
 
 

The meeting closed at 14.30pm. 
 


